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Abstract. We give rigorous bounds on the scaling behaviour of the power
spectrum for Feigenbaum's map.

Recently, estimates have been given concerning the scaling behaviour of the
power spectrum for the Feigenbaum map, Feigenbaum [1,2], Nauenberg and
Rudnick [3]. Since these estimates are based on somewhat heuristic argu-
ments, it might be useful to give rigorous bounds on this scaling behavior. The
purpose of this note is to give such bounds.

We denote by φ the Feigenbaum function, defined [4] by the relations

φ(φ(λx))=—λφ(x), λ=—φ(l), φ(0) = l, (1)

φ analytic. For every diadic rational q = k/2N, k odd, we define the amplitudes

1 P-1

a(q)= lim - £ exp(2πife.//2 J V)φ 7'(0).1 (2)

(The limit exists since [φj(0)} is almost periodic.) We define the averaged
square amplitude AN at level N as

1 2*-1-!
A V I //'Λ 7 i Λ\/^N\\2 /"3\AN= j v _ 1 2^ |α((2fe + l)/2 )|. (-3)

2 k = o

Theorem. For α// M>0, 6>?tβ feαs the bound

'•-<(—} XYM,
4} ~ AN \ 4
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with X<14.9, 7<1.109. When M = l, the upper bound can be replaced by
2.52- (λ2/4).

We give analytic expressions for X, Y in the proof.

Remarks. Successive averaged square amplitudes decrease asymptotically by
between 13.45 and 14 decibels (i.e. a factor F, 22.3<F<25.1). This result
should be compared with that of Feigenbaum [1,2] who considers a family
{φN} of maps, φN having a stable period of period 2N, lim φN = φ, and

Λ/-+OO

satisfying φN(φN(λx))= — λφN_l(x). By assuming the existence of a scaling
function relating φj

N(Q)-φj

N

+2N ''(()) to φjv+1(0) — <p£VΓ(0)> he obtains a scaling
relation between successive Fourier amplitudes %(•), aN+1( ) which leads to a
decrease of about 16.3db for successive averaged square amplitudes. (We
emphasize that our result is a statement about the function φ only.) Nauenberg
and Rudnick [3] have investigated a sequence analogous to AN defined above.
They find a decrease of about 13.2db both by numerical means, and by
exploiting a self-similarity property in the shape of φ and its iterates.

Proof. Using the definitions (2), (3), it is easy to see that

AN= lim -^2 X"1 ΓΣ φi+>*"(0)-φi+'2"+2"-l(Q)}2. (4)

If we neglect all terms in (4) with odd y, and use the identity (1) then we see
that ;2

which is the lower bound in the theorem.
The upper bound is more delicate. In order to analyze the squares in (4),

we first assert that, for fixed j<2N~\ the sign of φj+s2N(Q)-φj+s2N + 2N~\0) is
independent of 5. To prove this, we observe first that φj has no zero on
(O,^-1) for j = l,...,2N~1-L For, if 0<x<λN~1 and if φj(x) = 09 we would
find that φ2N~1(λN-1t) = (-λ)N-1φ(t) would have a zero derivative at ίe(0, 1),
which contradicts φ'(ί)Φθ if f φ O . Using the chain rule of differentiation, we
see that φj is monotone on [0, /1Λ"1]. The assertion follows now from the
identities

^+ 2»-^+ 2 W + 2 W-1(0) = ^(AΛr-1 φ2s(0))-φi(λN-ι φ"(l)),

and φ2s(l)>\φ2s(Q)\ for all s^O, a general property of the solution to Eq. (1).
We fix now K and M, K>M and compare Aκ to AM. We use the notation

2^-1

£L for ^ . We have, from (4),

s=0

_!_γMγκ-M-ι /V _
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where

2&[</2M+s2K(0); </2M+(s+*)2K(0)]
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(6)

and [a;b~] denotes the interval with endpoints a, b (any order). Using the
constancy of sign discussed above, and (1), we can bound (5) by

where

/A 2 \ M

« 7) D (7)

fc t,s _

£M sup

We have used (6) in the last inequality.
We shall now estimate Δ'M. Using repeatedly Eq. (1) and the binary decom-

position of fc, l<;/c<2M,
r-1 y σ

σ > 1 if g ̂  1, σ0 ̂  0, we find

-M

-M

where σ0 +... +σr = M, with σ r^ 1. By the chain rule of differentiation, we get

with I V j I ^ g l . From the known coefficients of φ, see [5], [4] we conclude that
sign φ'"(χ) = sign x if |x|^λ This, and the concavity of φ imply — φ"(0)
= sup Iφ'Xx)!- It follows that for |v|^l,

where y = \φ"(Q)\< 3.056. It is now convenient to define bσ as follows

= if

J2φ(λ)2 if σ=l .

Note that 0.7589 <\φ(λ)\< 0.759. Then we obtain

(8)
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and hence

M-l M-σ0 r

Σ ^2(M-σo> Σ Σ Π^=:<V (9)

In order to estimate ΔM we introduce

L r

L L-i L-t II
r= 1 σl + ... + σt.= L j= ]

σ t ^ I V i

C0 = l, CL = 0 if L<0. Then we have

CL_,.

It follows that the generating function F(x)= ^ C7 x
J equals

j = o

1—x
^ W = ^ , , / ι , ..2 _ / n 2 \ _ 2 Λ , 2 / 1 _ / n 2 \ V '

Thus

- + ̂ -̂, (11)
X — X + X — X _

where x± are the roots of the denominator of (10), x+ >x_ and

α + =-
x+-x+ y2(l-φ(λ))'

We find from (11),

-̂ -̂  ^
Substituting back into (9), we see that

(13)
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Substituting the bounds for λ, φ(λ) and φ"(Q\ we see that

<1+ 13.996 -(1.10883)M (14)

This combined with Eq. (7) proves the theorem. For small M, one can get
better bounds by using (13) directly; e.g. D1< 2.493. A slight further improve-
ment can be obtained by replacing the right hand side of (8) by

λ2(M-σo)y2 pj b^ yieiding 12.31 instead of 13.996 in Eq.(14).
7 = 2
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